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Abstract
This paper presents a new approach for
the reduction of high order discrete time Interval
systems based on least squares method and Time
moments matching technique. The proposed
method is computationally simple and overcomes
some of the limitations and drawbacks of the
existing methods. A numerical example illustrates
the proposed algorithm.

where [ai-, ai+] for i = 0 to n-1 and [bi- , bi+] for i = 0
to n are the uncertain coefficients of numerator and
denominator respectively.
The nth order original interval system in wplane, H(w) is transformed to four fixed n th order
transfer functions using Kharitonov‟s theorem
defined as
… (3)
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1. Introduction
In general, the practical systems have
uncertainties about its parameters. Thus practical
systems will have coefficients that may vary and it is
represented by in Very few methods are available in
the literature for the model reduction of high order
discrete time Interval systems.
The present work deals with the extending
of the concept of least squares method about a
general point „a‟ to discrete time Interval systems
combined with bilinear and inverse bilinear
transformations.

where p=1, 2, 3, 4 and n = order of the original
system.
Replace the Gp(w) by Gp(w+a) where the value of
„a‟ obtained by the harmonic mean of the real parts
of the roots of Gp(w) defined as:
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Where Pi are the poles of Gp(w)
Let the corresponding r th order reduced model be
synthesized as

2. Proposed Reduction Procedure

… (5)

Let the nth order discrete time Interval system be
defined as

…(5.1)

… (1)
where, [ui-, ui+] for i = 0 to n-1 and [vi- , vi+]
for i = 0 to n are the interval parameters.
Let the corresponding rth order reduced interval
discrete time system (model) be defined as

Where r = 1,2,3,……, n-1
Applying the Bilinear transformation z

to

th

the eqn. (1), the n order original discrete time
Interval system is transformed to w- plane is
represented as:
---(2)

Step1: Determination of the time moments and Markov
parameters from the shifted original system:
the time moments (c𝑖) can be obtained by expanding
𝐺p(w+a) about w = 0, as

G p ( w  a) 



c w

i

i

i 0
…(6)
Similarly, if Gp(w + a) is expanded about s=  , then
the Markov parameters m j are obtained by:


G p (w  a)   m j w  j

… (6.1)

j1

Equating the equation (5) and (6) to retain the time
moments of the original system which generates the
following
set
of
equations:
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or ,H e = c, in matrix vector form where the
coefficients of „epr‟ , the parameters of the reduced
denominator obtained by least squares sense using
the
generalized
inverse
method
e = (HT H )-1 HT c
…(8)
If the coefficients ei given by the equation
(8) do not constitute a stable denominator, then
another row is to be added to the existing equation
set so that the model assumes a matching of the next
time moment of the original system
[ c2r c2r-1 …. cr+1 ] and [- cr ]
…( 9 )
If the denominator polynomial is still not stable, then
the H matrix and c vector are again to be extended by
matching next time moments.
Step2: The above step can also be generalized by
including Markov parameters in the least square
fitting process, as follows:

..(10)

X

…..(12)

=

or H e = m in matrix vector form and e can
be calculated e = (HT H )-1 HT m
…..(13) are the
coefficients of the reduced model denominator. If
this estimate still does not yield a stable reduced
denominator, then H and m in (12) are extended by
another row, which corresponds to using the next
Markov parameter from the full system in Least
Squares match.
Step3: Determination of the coefficients of
the denominator of the reduced model Rp(w).
Once the coefficients of vector „e‟ obtained from
equation (13) apply inverse shift of w(w-a) and
finally the r th order reduced denominator obtained as:
Step4: Determination of the coefficients of the
Numerator Np(w) of the reduced model by moment
matching
Later calculate the reduced numerator as
before by matching proper number of Time moments
of Gp(w) to that of reduced model.
Step5: Apply inverse bilinear transformation
to R (w) and determine R(z).
3. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE
Consider the 3rd order discrete interval system given
by its transfer function

and

..(11)

where the ci and mj are the time moments
proportional and Markov parameters of the system
respectively .Elimination of dj(j= t, t+1, …,r-1) in
equation (11) by substituting into (10) gives the
reduced denominator coefficients as the solution of:

On Applying Bilinear transformation, the above
transfer function is obtained as:
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Then the 2nd order reduced model in z- domain is

Applying Kharitonov‟s theorem, the four fixed
coefficient transfer functions are:

Using the Multi point Pade Approximation Method of
O.Ismail [ the 2nd order reduced model is obtained as:

The step responses of the proposed reduced model
and that of O.Ismail are compared with the original
interval system for lower bound and upper bound in
Fig. 1 and Fig.2 respectively.

Applying the proposed reduction procedure,
the corresponding 2nd order reduced models retaining
6 Time moments with Min. ISE are obtained as:

Thus the reduced interval model in w- plane is
Fig:1

Applying

inverse

bilinear

transformation

To achieve the steady state matching of the responses
of the original and reduced order models, the
coefficients are multiplied with the gain correction
factor,

Fig:2
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Conclusion
A novel method is suggested for the order
reduction of high order discrete interval systems
based on Least – Squares method.
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